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Introduction
Intricate Passages: Harington’s Construction of a Printed Hypertext

Sir John Harington’s translation of Ludovico Ariosto’s epic-romance poem,
Orlando Furioso, appeared in print for the first time in 1591 and is regarded today as a
“landmark in Elizabethan book design” (Scott-Warren 154). This “landmark,” however,
has a less-than-glorious origin story. Legend has it that Harington began his translation of
the poem under order by Queen Elizabeth.1 It was not, however, a typical royal
commission. Sometime previously, Harington had first translated and circulated just one
canto of the poem in manuscript at court. The canto contained a famously lascivious
episode involving, among other things, adultery, dwarves, and threesomes. When the
Queen found out Harington had been “corrupting” the court ladies with this lewd literary
material, she banished him back to his country estate with the punishment that he could
not return until he had translated the entire 46 canto poem.
Perhaps against expectation, Harington accomplished this giant task, and went on
to publish it in a lavish illustrated folio edition with a mass of explanatory front and back
matter, multiple indices, thousands of notes, and the Queen as dedicatee. Gerard Kilroy,

1 Although never directly verified in the folio itself or in Harington’s other writings, most Harington
scholars feel the need to mention this legend as the probable genesis of the translation, if only because it’s a
good story. In his 1940 Harington & Ariosto: A Study in Elizabethan Verse Translation Townsend Rich
undertakes a full defense of the legend’s veracity. In this introduction to the text, Robert McNulty, editor of
the Oxford edition of the translation, says “Nothing militates against it” and “if it is not true, it ought to be”
(xxv).
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editor of Harington’s collected epigrams, estimates that “the 30,000 lines of Orlando
Furioso, together with the commentaries, engravings and hand-ruled margins, must have
taken at least five years to compose and set to print” (14). Fully one-third of the pages in
the folio are taken up with paratext and surviving records indicate that Harington was
very involved with the print house, including quite specific instructions regarding
typeface and page layout for the notes and other commentary (Tribble 92). Translating
the whole poem and circulating it in manuscript, as was common court practice at the
time, would have been daunting enough and would have more than fulfilled the terms of
his punishment, if such was the case. Many of Harington’s other works were circulated in
manuscript throughout his life. For his Orlando, however, he “probably financed the
[first] printing of what must have been a very expensive book,” a process which he spent
years overseeing (Tribble 92).2 The resulting folio is “perhaps the best-documented
example of an Elizabethan work whose writer took a controlling interest in the details of
its design and production” (Fleming 53). Although Harington was a notable printtechnology enthusiast, this level of investment in time, capital, and effort for his
translation to appear in this specific form indicates that print had something to offer him

2 Harington’s financial outlay for printing was probably not recouped due to the laws governing authorial
rights at the time (Feather). A courtier like Harington would not have wished to be seen as a writer for
profit in any case; he maintained through the rest of his life that he did not choose print for vulgar reasons
such as monetary gain (“Of his Muse,” Epigrams 308).
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which manuscript could not provide.3 Printing allowed Harington to reproduce his vision
for his paratext in a more stable way than manuscript.
Many book historians have pointed out that paratext did not originate with print
and that commentaries, glosses, running headers, etc. have long pre-histories in
manuscript form.4 There was certainly no reason Harington (and his secretary) could not
have produced a manuscript version of the text with the same “orgy of paratexts” as the
printed folio (Scott-Warren 154). In fact, Harington had such a manuscript given as a
model to Richard Field for use in his print house while producing the first edition
(McNulty xliv). However, paratextual additions to manuscript paratext were vulnerable to
alteration and often left out in successive copying, depending on the interests of the
scribes. If the translated poem was seen as the core and the apparatus surrounding it as
“extra,” accurate and complete transmission of the paratext would be considered less
essential, particularly if (as in the case of Harington’s paratext) the commentary is
complicated, at times redundant, and also highly specific to a time and place. Handcopying would also introduce variability in format, inevitably changing page layout - an
aspect of design to which Harington pays considerable attention in both his notes to the
printer and his notes in the text (Tribble 92). He ultimately chose to reject manuscript

3 His enthusiasm for print was noted by the Privy Council, which officially reprimanded him in 1592 for
“having twice enticed an apprentice printer and engraver from his master’s service to his own,” an offense
during a time when printing as an industry was tightly regulated to prevent sedition (Craig 12).
4 Ann Blair’s Too Much to Know: Managing Scholarly Information before the Modern Age (Yale UP,
2010), Jane Griffiths’ Diverting Authorities: Experimental Glossing Practices in Manuscript and Print
(Oxford UP, 2014), and William W.E. Slights’ Managing Readers: Printed Marginalia in English
Renaissance Books (University of Michigan Press, 2001).
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circulation and turn to print to preserve and reproduce his vision of the translation. This
choice indicates that Harington viewed his folio (text and paratext interacting together) as
an intricately constructed device. Alteration in the page presentation would have thrown a
wrench in the gears. Together with the sheer amount of paratextual material, Harington’s
decision to print argues for the centrality of his paratext to his overall project: providing a
fixed, deliberately complicated reading experience in order to teach his readers how to
navigate complex situations, on the page and in the world.
Harington’s temporary Orlando banishment is just one incident in his biography
that shows a sixteenth-century courtier’s need for training in how to “read” royal moods
and maneuver through dangerous court politics. In the court of his mercurial godmother,
Queen Elizabeth, courtiers like Harington had to learn to keep on their toes or suffer
sometimes fatal consequences. Harington’s family also experienced great changes in
fortune, on a personal as well as political level, due to the whims of the monarchs
preceding Elizabeth. His father’s life was marked by dramatic reversals - he was granted
lands due to his marriage with Henry VIII’s illegitimate daughter, then imprisoned in the
Tower by Mary, and finally rewarded for his loyalty upon Elizabeth’s ascension (Kilroy
4). Harington was thus keenly aware of the need to develop both elasticity and a canny
form of loyalty by the time he entered court life himself. His quick wit helped him
survive a number of upheavals and close calls in his own lifetime, including an illadvised connection with Robert Devereux, second Earl of Essex (at one time a royal
favorite; later executed for treason), and the tricky transition to a new monarch, James I.
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The quality of “subtlety” in thought and action that allowed Harington to weather
these storms was a subject of much interest and controversy during the sixteenth century.
In her 2004 book, Humanism, Machinery, and Renaissance Literature, Jessica Wolfe
surveys the many mentions of the concept of subtlety by English writers of the period,
including Sidney, Spenser, and even the earl of Essex. She finds that it was associated
with the positive virtues of “intellectual acuity, precision, or prudent machination,” but
could also be viewed negatively as “rhetorical superfluity, excessive intricacy, or
dishonesty” (11). When Baldassare Castiglione’s Book o f the Courtier was translated by
Sir Thomas Hoby from Italian in 1561, it introduced a vocabulary and set of practices
around prudent machination that became highly influential (Wolfe 33). An ideal courtier
in turbulent political climates, such as Castiglione’s Urbino and Harington’s Tudor
England, had to learn that “elasticity is a key virtue, for the courtier must accommodate
himself to the whims of his prince and shape himself to the ever-changing demands of
decorum” (Wolfe 25). Successful courtiers needed to learn how to operate dexterously in
uncertain circumstances in order to keep their heads. Flexibility and adaptability were
necessary for both preferment and survival.
Difficult literary works were seen by many writers and glossators of the period as
“subtle devices” which could “train Renaissance readers to negotiate the ‘intricate
passages’ of texts to seek out threads and clues” and, therefore, become more discerning
and dexterous thinkers (Wolfe 190). The transferability of these “reading” skills to the
world of court politics caused these kinds of texts to flourish. Harington’s paratext is a
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subtle device along these lines and he took great care in designing its intricate passages
for just this purpose. In his years away from court while working on his folio, Harington
was producing the court in miniature: a web of confusing passages that only the most
skillful could navigate. The aim is to train his readers in a playful way how to operate
with subtlety and dexterity according to the needs of his era. In order to achieve this,
Harington constructs multiple pathways that encourage nonlinear reading and constant
navigational decision-making. Readers are thereby encouraged to develop agency and
self-awareness about their interpretive activity as they move through the text. The result
is an early modern printed paratext that modem readers will find encourages a kind of
reading we have now come to call hypertextual.
It may at first seem odd to view Harington’s Orlando as a hypertext, a form of
literature that is most often associated with the internet and not with early modem folios.
However, new research on the characteristics and effects of hypertexts has helped make
clear that the category has less to do with the specific media involved than with the type
of readerly experience it produces. With hypertext defined as a condition of combinatory
possibility in an open text that encourages active reading, I will show that Harington’s
Orlando can be fitly termed an early modern hypertext, even though it is a printed book.
Early theorists of hypertext, such as Theodor H. Nelson (who coined the term in
the 1960s) and George P. Landow (in multiple seminal works on the subject through the
1990s), originally focused only on the ability of the specifically electronic text to provide
options for nonlinear, active reading. In Hypertext: The Convergence o f Contemporary
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Critical Theory and Technology (1992), Landow says that electronic hypertext, “which is
a fundamentally intertextual system, has the capacity to emphasize intertextuality in a
way that page-bound text in books cannot” (10). Focusing on how the process of linking,
clicking, and incorporating multimedia elements creates an active reader, Landow argues
that the Web and hypertext fiction has transcended the limitations of print (“pag e-bound,”
as he described it) in order to finally “embod[y] poststructuralist conceptions of the open
text” (3). For Landow, the “ideas of center, margin, hierarchy, and linearity” are
inextricable from the print form, a problem which has given rise to the “revolution in
human thought” which is “electronic writing” (2-3). The ideas of Derrida, Barthes, and
Eco (particularly regarding reader agency), which seemed radical and abstract in print,
are made concrete and accessible with the innovations of electronic hypertext, according
to Landow.
Electronic literature scholar and postmodern literary critic N. Katherine Hayles
proposes an expanded definition of hypertext in her 2001 article “The Transformation of
Narrative and the Materiality of Hypertext.” Her definition has three requirements,
without regard to medium: “multiple reading paths; text that is chunked in some way
[into units called lexia]; and some kind of linking mechanism that connects the chunks
together so as to create the multiple reading paths” (21). The reader then must travel their
own path, a process that usually involves many choices over the course of the narrative as
different navigational options present themselves. Just as a reader of electronic hypertext
has to click links to be taken to different lexia which then appear on the screen, a print-
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hypertext reader “realizes the ... narrative trajectories through her own embodied
actions” - by ocular or “digital” movements like looking at different points on a page or
flipping to a different part of the book (24). The multiple pathways require choice and
nonlinear movement by an active reader.
Regarding the medieval and early modem periods, Peter Stallybrass argues in
“Books and Scrolls: Navigating the Bible” (2002) that the book form, as opposed to the
scroll, was originally a revolution itself against linearity. The book “not only allows for
discontinuous reading; it encourages it” through technological advances such as running
headers, indices, chapters, and page numbers (46). “The teleological drive from page to
page” was a “perverse habit of reading forward continuously” arising with the novel, not
consistent with many of the other uses for books which were important in the early stages
of manuscript codices and print, such as reference works for educational purposes or the
Bible (47-8). Fundamentally, the book is an “indexical form” and discontinuous reading
has been the norm throughout its history (47). Print books can therefore fit Hayles’
expanded definition of hypertext with no contradiction. They were themselves “a
revolution in human thought.” The lexia can easily map onto the chapter and verse
Stallybrass discusses in medieval and early modem Bibles, and the linking mechanism
can be a book’s index, rather than a webpage menu. All of these allow the reader to
choose between multiple pathways, which encourages combinatory exploration.
Hypertext literature also requires adaptability and flexibility of its readers.
Lacking one clear linear path, the text “takes shape as a network of possibilities rather
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than a preset sequence of events” (Hayles 21). With the understanding that “to read
narrated events in a different order is to read a different narrative,” the effect of the
multiple possible pathways is that “literary hypertexts typically contain a large - although
not necessarily inexhaustible - number of narratives” (Hayles 22). Comparing the reading
of hypertext to navigation in a labyrinth, Hayles illustrates that the introduction of choice
into the process inevitably leaves at least one option unchosen, one path unfollowed, each
time. The roads not taken remain for future readings, but even the same path taken in a
different sequence will have a different meaning. Readers must then reevaluate every
time they reencounter a hypertext based on the sequence and context of the current
reading. Whatever sequence they follow, readers must make choices to enact the
narrative, which transforms reading into an active and conscious experience - conscious
of both the experience and the medium (the screen, the page, the book) through which
readers move. An increased awareness of materiality keeps the reader’s consciousness
focused outside of the text. The focus is on themselves and on the interpretation they are
constructing by choosing and connecting certain pieces in certain orders. This produces a
more critical and active reader. Whatever kind of text produces this kind of reading can
be called a literary hypertext.
Harington promotes just this kind of critical and active reading through his
Orlando. In this thesis, I argue that Harington’s Orlando fits under the expanded
definition of a print hypertext that Hayles provides. The text as a whole is “chunked” by
the preexisting canto divisions (called “Bookes” in the translation), the addition of
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discrete sections of paratext (including a preface, a “Briefe Allegorie,” and a “Life of
Ariosto”), and also by more explicit options for multiple reading paths, including an
index organized by names of characters and their appearances in the poem and a list of
“The Principal Tales In Orlando Furioso That May Be Read By Themselves.”
Harington’s paratext is the linking mechanism that connects the lexias together so as to
create the multiple reading paths. It often includes directions to other parts of itself,
creating a labyrinth-like structure that increases the complication in an already complex
text. Harington’s own presence in his text provides another linking mechanism. His
insertion of biographical moments and his own opinions in the commentary provides an
example of interpretation-in-action by an erudite and inquisitive courtier demonstrating
his own dexterous reading. Harington invites his readers to show off their own skills in
subtlety by detecting the playful meandering paths of the paratext. Once they are engaged
in his games, readers of his Orlando will be trained by the paratext in hypertextual
reading - nonlinear, active, and flexible.
Chapter One, “Learning through the Labyrinth: Harington as Daedalian
Architect,” briefly covers the history of labyrinths in English culture, including their
frequent connection to physical and intellectual training and their current association with
hypertext literature. This background illuminates the way that Harington’s paratext is
constructed in a labyrinth-like form that allows him to maximize opportunities for
hypertextual reading within the printed book. Using two specific tales as examples, the
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folio’s proliferating nonlinear pathways are explored, demonstrating how the labyrinthine
structure can be navigated by a dexterous reader.
Chapter Two, “The Hippogriff s-Eye View: Harington’s Hypertextual Reading in
Action,” focuses on a specific character, Astolfo “the English Duke,” and his travels
through the story world and through the text. Harington’s translation choices and
commentary highlight Astolfo’s dexterity in navigating the kinds of problems that other
knights in the story struggle to face. Astolfo is valorized as a figure in the text that
exemplifies Harington’s ideal hypertextual reader and a model, if atypical, hero for the
English courtier Harington is trying to train with his paratext.
Harington’s Orlando suggests a reader’s movement through the text and a
character’s movement in his world both require flexibility, adaptability, and a mind
trained in subtlety. This thesis shows how Harington made his printed paratext into an
intricate device that produces a series of interpretive challenges designed to increase the
agency and dexterity of his readers as they move through the multiple hypertextual
pathways. While not all of the textual tricks that Harington builds into his folio are
covered within the chapters that follow, the selections that are included demonstrate the
outline of his overall design and allow some exploration from within of the playful
meandering paths.
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Chapter One
Learning through the Labyrinth: Harington as Daedalian Architect

This chapter examines Sir John Harington’s choice of a labyrinth-like structure
when creating the printed paratext for his translation of Orlando Furioso. By using the
labyrinth as a model for his paratext, Harington was participating in a sixteenth-century
vogue for complicated structures that influenced everything from narratives to
landscaping. He was also picking up on the labyrinth’s suitability to the aims of
hypertextual reading, prefiguring its prevalence in later iterations of hypertext. A
labyrinthine book is characterized by multiple options for movement through the book’s
bounded space. Navigating through these options produces reading experiences
characterized by multiplicity and nonlinearity, hallmarks of hypertext literature.
Harington creates multiple pathways for his readers and sometimes leads them into
digressions down unusual paths - as in the case of Bookes 28 and 43, which will be
discussed below. The paratext of his Orlando highlights instances of flexibility and
adaptability in the poem and also presents opportunities for the readers to develop those
mental qualities in themselves, first in the text as practice and then in the wider culture as
a successful courtier. Harington’s inclusion of multiple pathways through the text is a
deliberate attempt to teach a particular kind of interpretive dexterity, linked to the
“subtlety” and “elasticity” that was required of courtiers in his era. The poem Harington
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is translating is already a complicated narrative for a variety of reasons; that is why he
chose it as a fitting challenge and showcase for his talents as a translator and interpreter.
With the labyrinth, Harington found the perfect form for increasing the poem’s nonlinear
characteristics. Harington’s labyrinth-like paratext is a subtle device that maximizes his
printed folio’s potential for training dexterous readers.
A sixteenth-century translator specifically searching to present a labyrinthine,
intricate, and complicated reading experience to his audience could hardly have done
better than to turn to Orlando Furioso. While the original Italian poem was well-received
by Italian academics at first, the rediscovery and translation of Aristotle’s Poetics in the
several decades after Ariosto’s death in 1533 embroiled it in controversy. The mid
century Italian humanists spilled massive amounts of ink arguing for or against the
poem’s reputation in light of its deviance from Aristotelian precepts. All agreed that it
contained a mixture of epic and romance, drawing on classical models provided by
Homer and Virgil, as well as the medieval traditions of the Matters of Britain and France.
Some of these scholars downplayed the romance elements and argued that it followed the
epic models enough to be respectable; some held up Torquato Tasso’s 1581 poem,
Gerusalemme Liberata, as more deserving of “national epic” status in Italy because he
made an explicit effort to Christianize and classicize the same material as Ariosto.5
Harington certainly knew of these defenses and detractions because he includes

5 The Italian pre-history of the poem is explored in detail by Daniel Javitch in Proclaiming a Classic: The
Canonization o f "Orlando Furioso "(1991).
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references to the debate in the paratexts of Italian editions of Orlando Furioso. There is
even evidence that Harington translated and adapted several of these treatises for his own
commentary (McNulty xlv-xlvii). First in his choice of text to translate and then in his
treatment of the plot’s controversial structure and ideas, Harington showed through his
own paratext that, for him, the Orlando’s complications were an opportunity, not a
liability.
Harington’s folio starts off with “A Preface” (subtitle “Or Rather A Briefe
Apologie of Poetrie, And Of the Author and translator of this Poem”) in which he comes
out as a strong champion for those aspects of the Orlando that had most troubled its
Italian critics - its digressive structure in narration and plot. In answer to the objection
against Ariosto “that he speaketh so much in his owne person by digression, which they
say also is against the rules of Poetrie, because neither Homer nor Virgill did it,”
Harington differs from the Italian treatises he was elsewhere adapting (xiv).6 Instead of
defending the Orlando by its genre, he turns to an ethical appeal. Harington merely says,
“Me thinks it is a sufficient defence to say, Ariosto doth it” (xiv). In addition to defending
digression by the narrative persona, Harington writes of another “reproofe,” which is
“that [Ariosto] breaks off narrations verie abruptly, so as indeed a loose unattentive
reader, will hardly carrie away any part of the storie” (xiv). The interlaced structure of the

6 The pages of the Preface and other front matter of the 1591 folio are unnumbered in the Da Capo Press
facsimile (1970) which is being used in this thesis. Roman numeral page numbers provided here will be my
addition, starting from the title page up to the first numbered page (when the poem begins in Booke 1), then
continuing in the back matter after the numbered pages end again.
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poem, with dozens of knights, wizards, ladies, and lady knights ranging over the whole
world (and beyond), is indeed hard to follow. Italian editions had quickly started adding
marginal notes that indicate where a particular character would appear again, some of
which Harington included in his edition. However, rather than apologizing for the
intricate structure, he defends the technique as “doubtlesse a point of great art, to draw a
man with a continuall thirst to reade out the whole worke” (xiv). Harington does not
assume that a reader would feel beholden to undertake a comprehensive, linear reading of
the lengthy poem. He admires the subtle art Ariosto shows in recognizing his reader’s
desire to wander and be diverted at times. Harington employs a metaphor for reading that
evokes the kind of Renaissance pleasure garden that was popular in his day, where a
reader moves through the text “as if a man walked in a faire long alley, to have a seat or
resting place here and there,” entertained by occasional branching paths or alcoves
containing statues or decorative fountains (xiv). Instead of “reproofes,” Harington says he
considers the digressive qualities in the narration and plot to be “two peculiar praises of
this writer [Ariosto] above all that wrate before him in this kind” (xiv). Harington shows
an attraction to Ariosto’s work because, not in spite of, its complications, and vigorously
defends it in the Preface before his reader even comes to the first page of the poem.
Furthermore, Harington asserts that reading Ariosto is more appropriate than the
classics to English Renaissance culture, which he suggests is inherently more
complicated than ancient Greece or Rome. Harington writes, “For Homer I say that that
which was comendable in him to write in that age, the times being changed, would be
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thought otherwise now, as we see both in phrase & in fashions the world growes more
curious each day then other” (xiii). This comment invokes an idea prevalent in other
courtly and political literature of the era, which Jessica Wolfe identifies in her book
Humanism, Machinery and Renaissance Literature. She finds that the rapidly changing
political, religious, and cultural conditions of the sixteenth century fueled a widespread
interest in subtly constructed devices, including complex machines and texts. Texts like
the Orlando were seen as useful ways to mentally train citizens to cope with uncertainty
and volatility, a position Harington calls on here in the Preface and plays out in his
paratext that follows.
Harington’s affinity for the poem’s digressive mode is also shown in his own
commentary around the translation, where the “two peculiar praises” he defends in
Ariosto can also be aptly applied to him. Although he vastly increases the number of
marginal notes and layers his folio with multiple finding mechanisms, the multiplicity
and nonlinearity in Ariosto are not simplified by Harington’s paratext.7 Rather, those
qualities are reproduced in his own commentary and emphasized as he sets up a
labyrinthine set of pathways around and through the poem.
The figure of the labyrinth is mentioned in the text of Harington’s commentary
and embodied in the form of his paratext. With the labyrinth, he both follows a
fascination with the concept in Renaissance culture and increases the hypertextual

7 1,200 marginal notes versus the Franceschi edition, one of his Italian sources, which only uses 200
(Tribble 95)
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possibilities of the print form. Labyrinth and maze are, and were in the early modem
period, largely interchangeable terms, with labyrinth having perhaps more suggestion of
the mythological structure and story, while maze can call to mind the etymological
connection with “amaze.” The OED definition of “maze” as a verb is: “To bewilder,
perplex, confuse; to cause (a person) to wander in mind.” Beyond these connotations, the
words are used as synonyms, as shown in the first OED definition for labyrinth: “A
structure consisting of a complex network of tunnels, paths, etc., deliberately designed or
constructed so that it is difficult to find one's way through; a maze.” They can be
unicursal (having just one winding path to follow) or multicursal (with multiple
branching paths). N. Katherine Hayles notes that multicursal labyrinths are often
associated with hypertext literature because they are recognizable visual representations
of the multiple pathways that every hypertext contains (21). While a labyrinth in a church
courtyard may be unicursal to encourage contemplation of the hard, but singular, path to
heaven, a multicursal labyrinth produces an entirely different kind of mental exercise.
Hayles finds the difference between a linear text and hypertext is that the latter offers
choices for navigation. The multiple pathways of a hypertext, whether electronic or print,
do not allow for a fully complete reading in just one try. She explains, “If to read narrated
events in a different order is to read a different narrative, then literary hypertexts typically
contain a large (although not necessarily inexhaustible) number of narratives” (21). Thus,
hypertextual reading puts emphasis on the journey through the maze and the presentation
of choices at various points throughout. The need for a decision trains the hypertext
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reader to be dexterous and make choices in the moment despite confusion and a lack of
overall perspective.
In Mazes and Labyrinths: A General Account o f Their History and Developments,
W.H. Matthews traces the history of these types of structures and notes that garden mazes
“in complicated figures seem to have become very fashionable” in sixteenth century
England and the elaborateness of their designs increased (101).8 He concurs with Wolfe’s
argument that in “the Tudor days ... ‘subtleties’ of all kinds were in vogue” and states
that English authors had also started using the term “houses of Daedalus” to refer to
labyrinths by the Middle Ages, after the mythical inventor of the Cretan labyrinth
(Matthews 93, 177). By the Renaissance, Jessica Wolfe explains, the word “Daedalian”
entered widespread usage as “a near-synonym for intricate, expertly crafted, or cunning”
and the labyrinth had become “the consummate Daedalian structure” which symbolized
“intellectual difficulty, aesthetic complexity, or trickery” (190). “Troy-towns” or “Troygames” were other terms for labyrinths would have been familiar to an early modem
Englishman like Harington. Matthews discusses place-names in England that mention
Troy and finds that they often have remains of hedge mazes or labyrinth-like structures.
The name comes from “the game of Troy, the lusus Trojae, [which] Virgil describes it in
the fifth book of his ‘Aeneid’” (98). The Aeneid, as well as other classical sources like
Tacitus, describe these games as a series of complex movements that were used by

8 The pleasure garden-maze fashion (like so many) was imported from the Continent, where Ariosto’s
patron, Cardinal d’Este himself, had a well-known example at his estate in Tivoli, the Villa d’Este
(Matthews 103).
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Roman youths as military training (159).9 Maze-walking, either as a type of game used to
train in physical dexterity or as a puzzling challenge like in the Cretan myth, provides an
apt metaphor for the learning experiences that hypertext provides and that Harington built
into the form of his folio.
The references to labyrinths in Harington’s text are consistent with the ideas of
the period discussed above. In Booke 34, a knight named Astolfo references Daedalus
when he comes upon Saint John’s bejeweled castle in the Terrestrial Paradise, which he
flew to on a hippogriff.10 Astolfo exclaims, “O workman rare, o most stupendious frame,
/ What Dedalus of this had oversight?” (34.53). Harington, an amateur inventor himself,
was obviously attracted to a complex text like the Orlando for its “Daedalian” qualities
and a chance to show himself to be a “workman rare” in constructing his labyrinthine
paratext around it." His choice to translate it and present it in the way that he did, I
argue, shows that he was interested in joining in with this fashion for intricate subtlety.
The specific ways that the labyrinth resonated with the sixteenth-century courtier’s
constant need to navigate the intricacies of complicated political and social situations
guided Harington as he put together the elaborate paratext for his Orlando.

9 The Aeneid was also a major source for Ariosto when composing Orlando Furioso (a fact which
Harington points out often in marginal notes) and Harington also translated the sixth book of the Aeneid,
with commentary, in 1604.
10 Astolfo’s story will be further discussed in Chapter Two.
11 Harington is best known today for the invention of the flush toilet, even more so than any of his literary
output. In The Way Things Work Now (2016), a book exploring great inventions, David Macaulay says,
“Harington’s important contribution to the history of technology was centuries ahead of its time” (380).
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The paratext begins with a Preface that is 13 full pages of debate around various
moral and literary concepts related to the poem, its author, and translator (some of which
were discussed above). It is the reader’s first extended encounter with Harington’s
narrative voice and presents him as witty, erudite, and widely-read, with references to
Plutarch and Aristotle, and quotations in Latin and Greek. The writing style seems to
assume a reader similar to Harington himself - conversant and perhaps opinionated about
poetic theory and contemporary court culture in England, as well as educated in the kinds
of topics taught in universities at the time (rhetoric, history, theology). However, after
Harington wraps up the Preface, readers will find that he still has more to say. He chooses
to follow the Preface with one more page explaining himself and his project before the
poem actually starts. This page is titled: “An Advertisement To The Reader Before He
Reade This Poeme, Of Some Things To Be Observed, as well in the substance of this
work, as also in the setting foorth thereof, with the use of the Pictures, table, and
annotations to the same annexed” (xvii). The difference between these two addresses to
readers clearly shows Harington playing subtle games with two different kinds of
audiences: one educated and probably affiliated with the court, and one literate, but not
used to the subtle machinations required of courtiers and politicians.
In the Preface and the Advertisement, Harington encourages both kinds of readers
to explore nonlinear and multiple readings of the text, but he expects more agency from
the learned, courtly audience and is more directive with the less learned and cosmopolitan
one. The Advertisement spells out the use of the paratext for readers who may not be
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familiar with scholarly apparatuses and annotations. This choice shows that it is
important to him that all of his readers take advantage of the multiplicitous possibilities
for navigation through the paratext that he provides. However, even as Harington uses the
Advertisement to teach the less learned audience, he includes comments that seem to
have an eye over his shoulder back at the courtly folk. These readers do not need an
explanation of how to read marginal notes and use tables, but he does give them hints that
there is a greater game to be played if they know how to find the hidden paths. Harington
wants to encourage these readers to engage more actively and hypertextually with his
text, as they are the ones who are most likely to recognize the interpretive dexterity he is
displaying in his commentary. They are also the readers who stand to benefit most from
training in flexibility and adaptability that his paratext provides.
The one-page Advertisement starts off with a condensed version of the Preface’s
message advocating for the moral profit of reading poetry which clearly shows the
different approaches between the two addresses:
And first if any have this scruple, that it might be hurtfull for his soule or
conscience, to reade a booke of Poetry, as though it might alien his mind
from vertue and religion, I referre him (beside many other excellent mens
writings, both in defence and praise thereof) to a litle briefe treatise in the
beginning of this booke, written by me generally in defence of Poemes,
and specially of this present worke, which I dare affirme to be neither
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vicious nor profane, but apt to breed the quite contrary effects, if a great
fault be not in the readers owne bad disposition, (xvii)
This statement covers some of the same territory as the “litle briefe treatise” (the Preface)
in a much shorter and simpler way, implying a shift in expected audience. The
Advertisement makes this explicit with the statement that “all that may reade this booke
are not of equall capacities,” then announces its intention to “endevor to explane more
plainely, then for the learned sort had happily bene requisite” (xvii). When discussing the
Morall, Historie, Allegorie, and Allusion schema to come, the Allegorie is explained as
telling “of some things that are meerely fabulous, yet have an allegoricall sence, which
every bodie at the first shew cannot perceive” (xvii). Gone are the examples drawing on
current literary debates and Virgil. What remains is the core of the defense (poetry can be
useful for personal improvement) and an assertion that “the readers owne bad
disposition” would be to blame for any misreading or harmful moral effects - a less
positive version of the Preface’s argument that reading is active and literature can be
interpreted a number of ways.
The Advertisement is not only more condensed, but also much more direct in
style than the Preface because of the difference in audience. It breaks down the elements
of the text that the reader will encounter in the order in which they come. This list
suggests that a reader of lesser capacity will be more likely to read in a linear way, from
beginning to end. Rather than coyly baiting readers into going in search of hidden
meaning and trusting them to use their interpretive skills to find it, the Advertisement
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gives a list of specific suggestions for navigating the paratext and to use it to traverse the
poem, along with the rationales behind each. Notably, each of the directions still contains
advice for multiple readings. For the marginal notes that show where a character will next
appear in the poem, Harington says, “I would not wish any to reade them in that order at
the first reading, but if any thinke them worthy the twise reading, then he may the second
time not unconveniently use it” (xvii). The eight line verse arguments before each Booke
“hath two good uses, one to understand the picture the perfecter, the other to remember
the storie the better” and “the use of the picture is evident, which is, that (having read
over the booke) you may reade it (as it were againe) in the very picture” (xvii). There is
also a direction to the list of individual tales at the end of the folio - “those that may
conveniently be read single, of which kind there are many, and those not unpleasant”
(xvii). The language in these directions indicates suggestion though - “may reade it” and the use of “conveniently” and “unconveniently” along with an expectation (or hope)
of multiple readings by the same reader over time still leaves even readers of lesser
capacity with their own choices to make about how they want to engage with the folio.
However, the slightly condescending language of the Advertisement and its
juxtaposition with the Preface contain a hidden message for readers who fancy
themselves of the “learned sort.” On the page immediately prior to the Advertisement, the
Preface ends with a couple of sly hints that the text is going to require a reader to be more
active than passive. In the context of defending himself for his somewhat unfaithful
translation, Harington says that the poem is not a story “in which to varie were as great a
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sinne, as it were simplieitie in this to go word for word” (xvi). He then concludes the
Preface with this line: “Only let me intreate you in reading the booke ensuing, not to do
to me that iniurie, that a Potter did to Ariosto,” with a marginal note that says “In the life
of Ariosto” (xvi). “The life of Ariosto” is listed in “A Note Of The Matters Contained In
This Whole Volume” - a kind of half-page table of contents located just after the title
page (ii). Following this note will take a reader to the back of the folio, bypassing the
poem entirely. A marginal note in the Life identifies “A pretie tale how he used a Potter”
which, it turns out, relates a story about a time Ariosto smashed the pots of a potter who
had been singing his verses badly (420). Sending Preface readers to this comical tale is
another kind of warning against being a “low” type of reader. It also entices them to
engage in an act of radically nonlinear reading right away, before they have even gotten
to the poem. Through these subtle hints, learned, courtly readers are encouraged to enter
the labyrinth of the paratext and explore the digressive possibilities therein, in order to
distinguish themselves from the lesser sort who simply “go word for word.” Harington
offers the first invitation to nonlinear reading in an earlier part of the Preface,
acknowledging in a mock disapproving tone that some readers will want to veer from the
straight and narrow path for reasons of their own. In the course of his defense of Ariosto,
he indicates some parts by name where “it may be and is by some obiected” that the
poem is “too lascivious,” including “in Anselmus his Giptian” and “in mine hosts tale
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of Astolfo” (xiii).12 Then the “apology” takes a sharp turn into mockery of the
hypocritical outrage of such objectors:
alas if this be a fault, pardon him this one fault; though I doubt to many of
you (gentle readers) will be too exorable in this point; yea me thinks I see
some of you searching already for these places of the book, and you are
halfe offended that I have not made some directions that you might finde
out and read them immediatly. (xiii)
The joke is that he has made some directions that they might be found and read
immediately. “The Principal Tales In Orlando Furioso That May Be Read By
Themselves” at the back of the folio does provide directions to the exact lascivious tales
he mentions in the Preface. Searching for “these places of the book” with the dirty parts
constitutes one path through the text that an active and exorable reader might choose.
Following the directions to these two tales - of Anselmus from Booke 43 and of “mine
Host” from Booke 28 - will provide a good overview of the labyrinth-like construction of
multiple pathways in Harington’s paratext. The multitude of connections that can be
made between parts of the folio using paratextual paths is particularly apparent with these
two tales because, as will be shown, they are remarkably well-connected lexias
considering their lack of apparent importance to the plot of the poem. The way the
linking mechanism of the paratext provides so many opportunities for a maze-treading

12 Astolfo #1, not to be confused with the second Astolfo in the Table, “called the English Duke.”
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reader to find these tales makes them a sort of center to the labyrinth that contains the
secret of the whole. While there is no divine truth or even terrifying monster at the
center(s) of this labyrinth, these tales do present an important lesson about flexibility and
adaptability which echoes the larger aims of Harington’s hypertextual folio. The
connections between the tales and echoes in their textual and visual presentation also
indicate that they should be considered together when attempting to “pyke out honny”
from them - Harington’s slightly self-deprecating term for digging out some kind of
interpretive profit from a text, even if it is not easy to find (373).
It is also appropriate to begin with Booke 28 because, in a way, it was the
beginning of Harington’s journey, too. Translating the host’s tale is the offense which
allegedly got Harington in trouble with the Queen in the first place and set the whole
project in motion. This origin is a possible reason the host is constantly modified with
“mine” - Harington’s translation adds that designation, whereas the original Italian only
uses the definite article (“l’ostiero”). A reader who was privy to court gossip might
therefore already be familiar with it and might even be looking for it first. It is listed in
the one-page Tales list on the second-to-last page of the folio as number 16, “ Tale o f
mine Host with Rodomonts invective against women, pag.222. staffe. 93” (xxvi). This
direction takes a reader to the very end of Booke 27 for the tale that continues into Booke
28. There is even a handy marginal note that uses the same language (“Rodomonts
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invective against women”) to orient those newly arrived who are in search of it (27.94).13
The host himself is not included in another, alphabetically-organized index just before the
Tales, “An Exact and Necessarie Table In Order Of Alphabet, Wherein You May
Readilie Finde The Names of the principall persons treated in this worke, with the chiefe
matters that conceme them.” However, the initial mention of the name Astolfo in
association with the host’s tale and the subsequent mention of Rodomont’s name with it
in the Tales list give a searcher more opportunities to be directed to this Booke through
the Table: “his hostes intertainement” is listed under the “Rodomont” entry (xxiv); under
“Astolfo king of Lumbardie” it says “looke tales” (xix). Astolfo and Fiametta, despite
only being characters inside of a story that the host tells Rodomont, are considered
important enough to make it in the “Exact and Necessarie Table” of “principall persons”
for the whole poem. Meanwhile, Rodomont, a very important Saracen knight character,
has this encounter with the host of an inn listed in “the chiefe matters that concerne
[him]” in between more traditionally knightly narrative high points in which he is
integral, like “enters Paris. 110. doth much spoile” and “is killed by Rogero, ” a battle
which marks the end of the poem (xxiv). We can also follow the hint from the Preface to
the Tales list in order to find all the connections to the Mantuan knight. It is actually
listed under two tales: Tale 22, the “Tale o f the Mantuan knight, pag. 356. staffe 66” and
Tale 23, the “ Tale o f Adonia [sic] called the Stear mans tale, p.364. st.66 ” (xxvi). It is
not immediately apparent that this Stearman’s tale would involve the same “Anselmus

13 Due to the absence of line numbers and unreliability of page numbers, textual references within the poem
will be listed as (Booke # . Staffe #).
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and his Giptian” from the Preface. Adonio is not in the Table either, but other characters
from the tale named Anselmus and Argia are and their entries direct the reader to “looke
tales” (xviii, xix). Under the Renaldo entry it says: “comes to the knight of Mantua.356.
refuseth to tast the cup to try cuckoldes. 360” (xxiv). Also, marginal notes in Booke 43
and the preceding Booke signal the start of the two tales and identify them by the names
used in the Tales, so there are a few paratextual pathways allowing a reader to find these
tales as well (42.65, 43.67). Inclusion in many parts of the paratext shows that Harington
thinks there should be ample opportunity to find them, perhaps piquing the interest of
readers who did not know what it was but noticed the frequency with which it was
mentioned.
As the Advertisement made clear, the pictures and arguments open up other ways
to navigate the poem. Both the pictures and the eight-line verse arguments at the
beginning of every Booke give short summaries of the action that takes place in the
Booke. For those less conversant with the plot of the poem or with the use of Tables,
pictures and arguments allow skimming through this very long poem to get to the “good
parts” while providing enough basic information to not lose the overall context of the
plot. If a reader was skimming through the folio, enjoying the pictures and other
decorative elements of the text, the picture before the 28th Booke may work well as an
enticement to stop and read: several small pornographic scenes from the host’s tale have
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been added up at the very top.14 If that same reader had heard about the infamous host’s
tale before and was looking for it, the picture would help identify it both because of the
depicted sex acts at the top and the figure of the host that takes up nearly half the height
of the picture frame at the bottom, clearly labeled ‘Hosto’ in large black letters against a
white background (unlike some names of other characters that are abbreviated or
crammed into small spaces). See Figure 1 and 2 below for the full picture and the inserted
sex scenes in detail, respectively.

14 These were added at Harington’s direction, presumably, as he says in the Advertisement that he “gave
direction for [the] making” of the pictures (although the pictures were otherwise entirely copied from
Italian originals) and these sex scenes are not present in those originals (McNulty xlvi).

Figure 1: Booke 28 Picture Full (224)15

15 Pictures / page numbers are from the Da Capo Press facsimile, unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 2: Booke 28 Picture Detail (224)
The Picture before Booke 43 visually links to Booke 28 by having a similar
arrangement of characters and scene. It has two characters labeled, ‘Rinaldo’ and a
‘Hosto,’ sitting at a table taking up approximately the same amount of space as
Rodomont and his Hosto in Booke 28. The knight of Mantua is referred to as Rinaldo’s
“host” 4 times in the text, a translation choice that creates another link between Bookes
28 and 43. The Picture contains no characters from the two tales in the Booke and no sex
scenes, unlike in 28. Most of the space is taken up by an ornate architectural scene around
Rinaldo (the listener) and the Hosto (the teller), with only some generic countryside in
the background - see Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3: Booke 43 Picture (358)
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Surprisingly there is no depiction of the other happenings in the Booke from the main
heroic plot, including such major events as a battle involving the titular character,
Orlando, his friend Brandimart’s death, the funeral after, or Rogero’s baptism (Rogero’s
much-delayed journey toward Christianity and marriage with Bradamant being the major
overarching storyline in the poem). Even with all this action, half of the Argument for
Booke 43 is also about the two tales, just as two lines of the Argument for Booke 28
relate the host and Rodomont’s interaction (359, 225). The Pictures and Arguments for
these Bookes make sure to provide enough information about the tales that even less
literate and dexterous readers are more likely to notice them.
Following the entire 46 Booke poem, the “Briefe and Summarie Allegorie of
Orlando Furioso, Not Unpleasant Nor Unprofitable for those that have read the former
Poeme” also mentions “the tale of the Mantuan knight that had the married mens cup,”
claiming it is one of many tales that have “good Moralities” (412). The end notes of
Booke 43 refer back to the host’s tale in Booke 28, further linking them, but also
completely contradicting the Brief Allegorie:
For mine owne part I have ever bene of opinion, that this tale of the
Mantuan knight, is simply the worst against women in all the booke, or
rather indeed that ever was written. The hosts tale in the xx viij booke of
this worke, is a bad one: M. Spencers take of the squire of Dames, in his
excellent Poem of the Faery Queene, in the end of the vij. Canto of the
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third booke, is to the like effect, sharpe and well conceited [which he then
summarizes]; but this of the Mantuan knight passeth the all. (373)
A reader of the Briefe Allegorie might remember how Booke 43’s end notes declined to
offer its purported “good Moralitie” and wonder why the tale was mentioned in a treatise
attempting to be the final moral reckoning of the poem after it is all done. The reference
seems to be just another opportunity to highlight the tale and send the reader back into the
labyrinth again in case they had missed it. All of these references and directions
throughout the paratext offer chances and enticement to find the tales in Bookes 28 and
43 in ways other than linear reading, and to connect their subject matter despite the 15
Bookes between them. Even if readers were proceeding through the text in a linear way,
the paratextual emphasis might alert them to look at the tales more closely. The various
ways that the paratext emphasizes these two tales indicates they are important to the way
Harington wants his reader to interpret the poem. The paratextual emphasis is necessary
because in the context of the poem’s plot, they are exceedingly trivial.
Despite all the paratextual emphasis Harington gives them, summaries of the tales
in Bookes 28 and 43 do not immediately make apparent how they are anything but
amusing dead-ends from a plot perspective. As interpolated stories, the action of the tales
is fictional and contains characters that make no further appearances (with one
exception). In both tales, the frame story only contains one main knight character as the
listener; all the other characters in the episode also never appear again. There are no
glorious battles or magical spells, nothing that the rest of the plot has in abundance. The
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episodes are, in fact, jarring shifts in tone, not so much for the sexual content (which does
occur periodically throughout the poem), but for the exceptionally quotidian settings. The
tales are told over meals with hosts; the knights who are listening learn basically nothing
from the experience of hearing them (although the knights do not typically learn anything
anyway), and then they return to their epic quests. Harington’s readers, however, are
directed to them for a reason. The lessons that they teach about flexibility and
adaptability are important components of Harington’s training project. To see how, we
will now examine the tales themselves.
In Booke 28, the “host’s tale” is told to Rodomont, a knight who has departed the
site of action in the main plot in a tantrum. He abandons the battlefield near Paris and his
duty to his king, Agramant, due to his malcontent over losing the affections of a woman
to another knight. Playing to his guest’s current feelings, the host of the inn Rodomont
visits decides to tell him a tale of two men, Astolfo and Iocundo, who discover that both
their wives are cheating on them. One of their wives was even sleeping with a dwarf
servant, to add insult to injury (28.35). Following this heartbreak, the friends decide to
wander the world together, each tempting every wife they meet to see if she will remain
faithful to her husband. None do. The two men then decide they will both marry the same
girl, Fiametta, and share her, because their experience has taught them that no woman can
be faithful to just one man. Every night they sleep on both sides of her and take turns
having sex with her. Unbeknownst to them, Fiametta had a previous relationship with a
Greek shepherd boy, who is devastated that she has been married off and who arranges
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one last tryst with her. One night, the shepherd crawls up from the foot of the bed,
between Astolfo and Iocundo, and has sex with Fiametta with her husbands on either side
of them. Both husbands think the other is having his turn, so they do not wake up. Later
they discover the trick, but only laugh about it and decide to leave Fiametta with her
shepherd and each return to their original wives, who they have learned are just as
faithful as any woman in the world - which is to say, not at all.
Booke 43 contains both the “Mantuan knight’s tale” and the “Stearman’s tale” the first told by the Mantuan knight about his own marital misfortunes, and the second
told by the Mantuan knight’s stearman. Renaldo, another knight briefly taken out of
contact with the main plot, is the audience in both cases. He is journeying to meet up with
Orlando and others, and later does manage to meet up with them just in time to miss a
major battle by about an hour after two Bookes worth of digression and delay. Upon
Renaldo’s arrival at his castle, the Mantuan knight relates how an enchantress, Melissa,
once fell in love with him. In order to seduce him, she planted seeds of doubt in his mind
regarding his wife’s fidelity. She then used her “negromancy” to change his appearance
and allow him to test his wife in the guise of another man, a test the wife failed.16 The
wife, upset at the deceit, then left him for another man. Melissa also presented him with a
cup that spills all over a drinker who is a cuckold. Though the Mantuan knight still

16 It is not addressed in the text that Melissa, the magical would-be adulteress, is also a character in the
main plot whose appearance in the 46th and final Booke involves using her “negromancy” to facilitate the
wedding of Bradamant and Rogero, the couple who are destined to found the Este line of Ariosto’s patron.
Her unflattering depiction in this tale three Bookes prior adds an odd flavor to that climactic romantic
moment by which the poem’s epic purpose is supposed to be achieved.
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rejected Melissa and tells Renaldo he now lives in constant sorrow, he keeps the magical
cuckold-detecting cup and comforts himself by tempting all his future male guests to try
their luck with it. All his guests agree to risk it and all of them (and their wives) are
exposed by the cup’s magic. Only Renaldo refuses the potential knowledge offered by
drinking of the cup. The Mantuan knight then arranges for a boat to take Renaldo on the
next leg of his journey. Along the way, Renaldo begins to talk to the stearman of the boat,
still trying to justify his decision not to find out for sure if his wife has “played him
false.” The stearman tells him a story about Anselmus, a judge, and his wife, Argia.
Anselmus becomes suspicious of his wife before he embarks on a journey and consults a
fortune teller on the subject, who gives him the bad news that his wife will be seduced
not by lust, but by promises of gold. To avoid this problem, he gives her great wealth and
makes her promise to stay true, which she does. However, as soon as he leaves, another
man, Adonio, who is in love with Argia and assisted by a Faery named Manto, arrives at
the house with a proposition. Manto has transformed herself into a spaniel that dances
and shakes gold out of its ears.17 Argia becomes enamored of the dog and sends her nurse
to buy it for her. Adonio replies:
Yet tell my Lady this, she hath a thing,

17 Harington’s real-life spaniel Bungey is a character in his own right within the paratext. Harington
mentions him by name in the end notes to Booke 43, as well as in the end notes to Booke 41 (349, 373). In
both instances, Harington calls attention to the fact that Bungey is pictured on the title page of the whole
folio right next to Harington’s own author portrait, making the spaniel a kind of co-author and, not
accidentally, creating another paratextual path to the Stearman’s tale.
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For which alone my Spaniell can be sold,
To pay me gold or coyne, I count it dodging,
But I will sell it her, for one nights lodging. (43.105)
After some initial reluctance, Argia decides she wants the dog more than she wants to
keep her promise to her husband and “she tooke his dog, and for his laber, / Gave him
free leave to play upon her taber” (43.109). Upon his return, Anselmus finds out the truth
from first the fortune teller and then the nurse. Furious, he arranges to have Argia killed,
but she is saved by the dog (still the Faery in disguise) and runs away. Anselmus goes in
search of her. He hears that she is living in a “wondrous stately Pallace... Adomd and
guilt, with cost beyond all measure” (43.124-5) built by the Faeryfor her. Once he arrives
at the palace, Anselmus is greeted by an ugly, dark-skinned“Blackamore” man (43.128).
The “Giptian” makes the judge an offer - he can have the whole palace and all the riches
in it if he agrees to “the like request, / As Sodomits did make for guests of Lot” (43.133).
At first, Anselmus refuses,
But him with so large offers still he prest,
That in conclusion, like a beastly sot,
So as it might be done, in hugger mugger,
The Judge agreed, the Negro him should [

]. (43.133)
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In the middle of the act, Argia jumps out and catches her husband. She tells him his sin of
adultery is worse than hers and he is embarrassed, but they end up agreeing to each forget
what the other has done and live many happy years together.
The majorities of both Booke 28 and Booke 43 are taken up with these embedded
tales about sex and deceit, significant digressions from the rest of the poem’s action in
setting as well as tone. Rinaldo and Rodomont are each on their own while they passively
listen to the tales, not perpetuating or resolving any of the ongoing love affairs or feuds in
which they are involved and which propel the plot forward. Neither are changed by
hearing them, only delayed from their ultimate destinies. They seem to be dead-ends
away from the heroic and fantastical feats taking place around them. And yet, the tales in
Bookes 28 and 43 provide examples of ways to use most of the linking mechanisms that
the paratext provides, including the list of “Tales that can be read by themselves,” the
Table of important characters, the Preface, the Briefe Allegorie, eye-catching pictures,
marginal notes, and even each other’s end notes. While they are not the only destinations
to which the hypertextual paths of the paratext lead, they are curious in that the paratext
seems to constantly loop back to them, which seems out of balance with their importance
to the overall network from a purely plot-perspective. Many instances of foreshadowing,
reference, description, and explanation within the paratextual framework of the poem
related to Bradamante and Rogero’s marriage, for example, make sense because their
relationship is the most important plot thread (though still subject to delay and
digression). Two minor knights listening to their temporary hosts’ talk about the
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infidelity of fictional couples hardly seems to merit as much mention, and yet they pop up
in all the parts of the paratext.
The one part of the paratext that is supposed to provide these kinds of answers
about lessons to be drawn are the end notes, something that Booke 28 and 43’s end notes
do in an unusual way. In speaking of the infidelity in the tale, the Moral end note for
Booke 28 merely consists of several iterations of the noncommittal stance that everybody
(women, men, royals, commoners) cheats and there’s nothing that can be done to prevent
it, saying “though manie women are bad, yet manie men are worse, and therfore if every
one would mend one (as the Proverbe saith) all shall be mended” (232). The Allusion
picks up on that sentiment as well and provides a couple more anecdotes about cuckolded
husbands who eschewed revenge upon discovering the offense. The end notes of Booke
43 similarly disavow the action, but forge ahead with mild disapproval coupled with an
attitude of cynical acceptance for occasional moral failings as the best policy. The
Allusion for 43 even winks at variance in religious belief (a rather fraught issue in stillin-process-Reformation England):
As for the Faery Manto, whether there be any Faeries or no, I wil not
dispute the matter, but I have heard strange tales reported by credible
persons, ... and it seemes the like opinion hath crept into other countries,
though taken but as a fable, or as the saying is,
It may be in my Paternoster indeed,
But sure it never shall come in my Creed. (373)
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A reader of greater capacity who is attuned to the subtle art of reading between the lines
will realize that these end notes show that the tales are meant to teach flexibility, not
strict moral rules. This lesson fits with Jessica Wolfe’s argument that “constancy and
adaptability” were both important qualities to be cultivated in a good courtier and not
mutually exclusive of each other (25). In a constantly changing political environment,
holding too tightly to yesterday’s principles could be today’s death sentence and true
loyalty to one’s prince meant doing what was necessary in the moment.
The tales in 28 and 43, then, reflect the value that Harington considers the most
important guiding value in his text and in his world - adaptability and flexibility in the
service of being a more constant and faithful courtier. Dexterous reading is required to
detect the subtlety and playfulness in Harington’s treatment of these tales about infidelity,
which entices the reader to look past the bad morality to the deeper lessons he has in
mind. Running through the many labyrinthine paths through the paratext that lead to the
tales is participation in a training process in active and adaptable reading. Once they get
to the tales, they get an amusing and memorable illustration of this navigating principle.
The next chapter will discuss the character of Astolfo, the English Duke, and how
Harington presents him as an ideal hypertextual reader who has mastered the dexterity
that Harington wants his courtly readers to learn.
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Chapter Two
The Hippogriff s-Eye View: Harington’s Hypertextual Reading in Action

Harington is not the only critic to have been fascinated by the inherently
disorienting, labyrinthine structure of Ariosto’s Orlando. Barbara Fuchs, in her book on
the romance genre through the ages, identified the episode with the wizard Atlant’s
enchanted castle as a “miniature version of the poem’s own dilatory, wayward movement
... in which every character fruitlessly searches for his or her object of desire” (70).
Fuchs draws a parallel between Atlant as the constructor of the labyrinth that deceives the
knights into chasing vain illusions of their loved ones around the halls and Ariosto as the
constructor of the poem where most of the plot consists of the same actions within the
slightly larger scope of the story world. The castle, which Harington and others identify
as an “infinite laberinth” (Briefe Allegorie), actually appears twice in the poem. In Canto
4, the female knight, Bradamante, defeats Atlant in battle and releases the knights inside,
including her betrothed, Rogero. Their freedom is short-lived, however, as many of the
same knights are again trapped in Atlant’s castle in Canto 22, having apparently learned
nothing from their previous captivity. Fuchs uses this episode to consider the repetition
and circularity of romance, which she defines as a “narrative strategy of delay” (8). The
multiplicity of the narrative generates the feeling of decentered, nonlinear motion, the
hallmark of the genre for Fuchs and an opportunity Harington picks up on and extends in
his hypertextual commentary.
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In an influential study of romance prior to Fuchs, Patricia Parker also draws on
this episode in the Orlando as a basis for her conclusions about Renaissance romance as a
mode. She interprets Atlant slightly differently, noting that “[m]ore than one Renaissance
commentator allegorized the Furioso’s principal enchanter, Atlante, as ‘Amore’” including, she mentions, Harington (21). The castle is still a powerful symbol of the
romance energy in the poem pulling against the epic drive toward resolution and destiny,
and the tension between these modes relates back to the familiar figure of “Daedalus,
creator of the Cretan labyrinth in which even he might get lost” who, Parker says, “was
not accidentally the mythic inventor of human flight” (21). She identifies “the contrast
between the earth-bound wandering of errant knights and the authorial hippogriff s-eye
view” as a main manifestation of this generic tension (21). In her analysis, Ariosto is not
(or not only) aligned with Atlant, but with Astolfo, the knight who rides the hippogriff (a
flying half-griffin, half-horse hybrid). Astolfo, in fact, is the one who dissolves the
enchanted castle the second time and is thus positioned as an enemy of Atlant (and
perhaps Love itself, Parker suggests). Fuchs also discusses Astolfo and particularly the
fact that he “destroys [Atlant’s castle] using a magical book that conveniently lists the
enchanted palace in its index, that novel marvel of Renaissance book technology as
magical as any spell” (70-71). While for Fuchs Atlant is the Daedalian architect and
author figure creating the complications of the plot, and for Parker Astolfo is the authorinsert who flies above to see through all the complications, I argue that Harington
specifically makes Astolfo the focus of his translation because he considers him an ideal
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reader. He is a skilled navigator of the labyrinth who uses both nonlinear movement in
and out of different characters’ plots, and forays out of the poem’s story world
(sometimes literally) to collect information that allows him to eventually unravel most of
the main conflicts nearly single-handedly. “This English Duke,” as Astolfo is sometimes
called (more often in Harington’s translation than in the original Italian), is “one that was
to travell greatly bent,” visiting countries all over the world and even the Terrestrial
Paradise and the moon throughout his adventures (15.22). He travels through Harington’s
paratext as well, popping up in almost all of the appended treatises and indices. Harington
uses his commentary to highlight the qualities that make Astolfo his perfect textual
proxy: a tendency toward perpetual motion coupled with a real desire for growth through
travel and learning.
Harington’s text is a labyrinth on purpose and its difficulty is a test. Astolfo
shows how to navigate it through his journeys and Harington’s readers are encouraged to
learn from his example. “Readers are travelers; they move across lands belonging to
someone else, like nomads poaching their way across fields they did not write,” argues
Michel de Certeau in The Practice o f Everyday Life (174). Because readers, and courtiers
in a monarchical system, must operate under someone else’s rules and demands,
creativity becomes an important quality to develop in order to achieve their own ends.
They must be active and not passive in order to plunder what they can use to their own
benefit from a preexisting set of conditions. As with most things, readers get better at
poaching with practice. Astolfo’s adventures bring him into contact with unique
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challenges that he overcomes through intelligence and craft, not through might like the
other knights. His constant association with books, writers, and learning show that his
strengths are different from those of the other knights. Similarly, as Harington creates
interpretive aporia that his readers must confront, he offers them chances to develop
dexterous minds through a continual process of challenge, choice, and resolution. It is on
some of Astolfo’s journeys that the most direct questions of readerly agency arise
involving skepticism and the need for individual interpretation in the face of unreliable
sources and complex problems.

Figure 4: Atlant’s castle18

18 All images in this chapter are by Gustave Dore, Figures 4 & 5 from Wikimedia Commons.
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Astolfo is first introduced in Booke 6 in an extremely stationary position - he has
been transformed into a myrtle tree by the sorceress Alcina (a Circe analogue) and is
discovered thusly immobilized by Rogero. As a previous victim of her seduction and
subsequent enchantment, Astolfo tells Rogero his story in an attempt to keep him from
the same fate. Rogero gives in to Alcina’s seduction despite Astolfo’s warnings, but in
Booke 8 he is rescued from the langorous love-daze he has been put into before he can be
discarded and confined to tree form. Both Rogero and Astolfo, now human again, are
taken by their rescuer, the good sorceress Melissa, to another island ruled over by yet a
third sorceress, Alcina’s sister Logestilla. While Rogero leaves the island and
immediately begins to fall into error again, Astolfo stays behind just a little longer to
spend more time with Logestilla (who is glossed by Harington and his Italian sources as a
representation of wisdom). When he is ready to leave, Logestilla gives him many
precious gifts. Harington’s translation draws special attention to Logestilla’s gift of a
book in his long description:
But chiefly to this English Duke she gave,
Of secret skill a little written booke,
Containing many a precept wise and grave,
The which of her most thankfully he tooke;
These teach a man from charmes himselfe to save,
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That in the same advisedly doth looke,
And that to find them out he may be able,
The booke had in the end a perfit table. (15.9)
This is the very same book with which Astolfo later dissolves Atlant’s enchanted castle.
As the lines above show, it is not in fact a magical book itself, but rather a book of anti
magic. He uses it to identify and then undo charms and spells, allowing him to defeat a
giant and an indestructible monster, among other challenges. He learns how to use it as
he goes, so that by Booke 22, Astolfo’s wanderings take him to the spot where Atlant’s
second castle has been raised and he knows just what to do:
At last he guest it was enchaunted ground,
And as by Logestilla he was tought,
He tooke his booke and searcheth in the table,
How to dissolve the place he might be able.

And straight in th'index for it he doth looke,
Of pallaces fram'd by such strange illusion,
Among the rest, of this (so saith the booke)
That it should never come unto confusion;
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Untill a certaine stone away were tooke,
In which a sprite was kept by strange inclusion,
And if he did but lift the threshold stone,
The goodly house would vanish and be gone. (22.14-15)
Showing dexterity as a reader through the use of book technology like the index and also
through his ability (almost unique among the poem’s paladins) to learn from both
instruction and experience, Astolfo saves the day and releases the knights trapped inside
the castle.19 Afterwards he finds the hippogriff in the castle stables, a discovery which
begins the second phase of his adventures.

Figure 5: Riding the Hippogriff

19 Again, this is the second time that Rogero has been trapped in the same castle.
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Astolfo’s love of travel is introduced early and repeated often, including in the
description of his reaction to finding the flying hippogriff. He is “glad of such a pray” not
because of its symbolic value from its history or any ongoing disputes with other knights
also claiming it, but because of its ability to help him fulfill his heart’s desire:
Now being full resolv'd to take in hand [the hippogriff],
To travell round about the world so wide,
And visite many a sea and many a land,
As none had done, nor ever should beside ... (15.22-23)
Astolfo, alone of all the main characters, does not have a love plot as the motivation for
his questing behavior. His love is travel and a desire to know more of different lands and
peoples, which he achieves after taking the hippogriff for himself. This appropriation
represents an aspiration for challenge and personal growth.
Astolfo approaches his journeys with excitement and curiosity, enabling him to go
further and learn more than any other character. After Orlandoloses his mind from love
madness (the furore of the title) in Booke 28, Astolfo travels to the depths of Africa and
meets Senapo (also known as Prester John), briefly goes to Hell and speaks with some
spirits, goes up to the Terrestrial Paradise (another name for the Garden of Eden) and
receives wisdom from Saint John, then flies up to the moon to retrieve Orlando’s wits
from the place where all lost things go (Bookes 33-34). Upon his return to Earth, he
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enlists Senapo’s armies to come back with him to Europe to fight the invading pagans
who have been waging war on Charlemagne and the Christian knights throughout the
whole poem - a fight which is then promptly won when Astolfo combines forces with
them (Bookes 38-40). He also restores Orlando to sanity, resolving another major conflict
in the poem (Booke 39). In the end, he “lets goe the Griffith horse” and “is at
Bradamants marriage” (Table), having “accomplished greater matters alone, then all the
•

•

•

•

rest do with their force and armes,” according to Harington (Briefe Allegorie 114 [sic]).

20

The other knights get lost in the “infinite laberinth” of love (which is how
Harington allegorizes Atlant’s castle in his commentary) because they have no selfawareness that they are just repeating the same actions over and over. Though they are in
constant motion, the only thing that keeps the narrative going for so long is that each
knight keeps getting distracted from his fight by a woman, or his woman by a fight, ad
infinitum. Astolfo is the only one with a growth mindset who seeks out new experiences
and actually learns from them. He is referred to as some variation of “the English Duke
that had desire to know [something]” so often in Harington’s translation that it is on the
level of a heroic epithet (examples include: 34.8, 35.4, 35.17). What he wants to know
changes with the situation, but he is always looking to learn. Harington’s pride in having
the crafty mover-and-shaker of the poem as the English Duke is evident by the many

20 The page is misnumbered in the folio due to a printing error. It reads “ 114” but should really be 414.
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times he identifies him as English instead of using his name, changing the translation to
further highlight Astolfo for Harington’s reader.
Astolfo also makes many appearances in Harington’s paratext. His journey to the
moon is discussed in the Preface, his entry in the Table (“of principall persons”) is quite a
bit longer than many others and his name occurs in the entries of many other characters,
and he is heavily featured in 8 out of the 24 “Principal Tales in Orlando Furioso That
May Be Read By Themselves.” In the Preface, Harington had touched on the controversy
among Italian critics of the Orlando around “the name of the booke, which some carpe at,
because he called it Orlando Furioso rather then R o g e r o (xiv). While Orlando is the
main character in the Chanson de Roland (the medieval source for Carolingian cycle
characters and lore) and also in Matteo Maria Boiardo’s unfinished Orlando Innamorato
which Ariosto was continuing, Rogero is the fated founder of the Este family (Ariosto’s
patrons). While many Renaissance Italian commentators debated whether Orlando or
Roger was the true protagonist of the text, Harington brings Astolfo to the foreground in
a deliberate way at the end of the Briefe Allegorie, suggesting that Astolfo is the real
main character of Harington’s translation. Harington chooses to end his Briefe Allegorie
on Astolfo:
in Astolfo is a praise of learning, who with his sounding home, by which
is meant eloquence, and with his booke (betokening wisedome) both the
gifts of Logestilla, becommeth a tamer of monsters, as well as a
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conquerour of men, and aceomplisheth greater matters alone, then all the
rest do with their force and armes ” (Briefe Allegorie 114 [sic])
Extending this association of Astolfo with learning (and reading), the final paragraph of
the section states, “Further, in the praise of learning, and to move Princes to favour
learning, he [Astolfo] shewes how onely the pen of the learned is that that preserves the
good fame of Princes,” which refers to Astolfo’s conversation with Saint John on the
moon (Briefe Allegorie 114 [sic]). Harington once again brings up Astolfo and the
concept of learning and now connects Astolfo explicitly to skills that are needed to
operate in courtly circles and offer good service to one’s prince.
Not only is Astolfo the English Duke, he is also a more recognizable role model
for Elizabethan courtiers than the other knights who are leaping walls and decapitating
thousands of enemy pagans. Glory-seeking militaristic heroes are rarer in Harington’s
day than in the mythical heroic past, and their outcomes are often less good (see: the earl
of Essex and Sir Francis Drake). A courtier who emulates Astolfo and constantly seeks
out opportunities to improve at reading the world around them will better live up to
Castiglione’s values of prudent machination and intellectual acuity than one who takes
Orlando as a role model. Harington, in his mission to train dexterous social navigators,
uses his paratext to point savvy readers toward Astolfo’s virtues at every chance he gets.

Figure 6: Saint John’s Palace (111)21

21 Figure 6 is from the Dover edition of Gustave Dore’s illustrations for Orlando Furioso.
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Harington uses an episode in Booke 35, which depicts Astolfo meeting with a
Biblical figure, to destabilize the truth value of received knowledge from authoritative
literary sources. Harington’s commentary in the end notes of Booke 35 and in the Briefe
Allegorie emphasizes this instance of Astolfo-as-reader receiving specialized knowledge
from his journey. Not only is this meeting another example of Astolfo’s travels helping
him learn something that will ultimately cause him to surpass all the other knights in
usefulness, it is also an apt example of the need for readers to be dexterous and on the
lookout for subtle nuances below the surface of various kinds of narratives. At this point
in the poem, Astolfo has flown his hippogriff up to the Terrestrial Paradise, where he
meets Saint John. Saint John eventually provides Astolfo with instructions on how to find
and restore Orlando’s wits, but first the saint, the purported author of Revelations, gives
his knightly guest an extended lecture on the nature (and trustworthiness) of writers. The
lecture begins when Astolfo, as usual, is full of curiosity about the wonders he is seeing
around him. He asks Saint John about an old man they encounter who is continually
running back and forth in front of them in order to empty a sack of something into a river.
The saint explains what the old man is doing by saying:
A heape of names within his cloke he bore,
And in the river did them all unlade;
Or (plaine to speake) away he cast them all
Into this streame, which Lethee we do call. (35.10-11)
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The saint explains that the old man is throwing away the names of those who did not
have the good sense to cultivate the favor of writers while on earth who could have
immortalized them with fame, causing them to be forgotten (thrown in the river Lethe).
Allegorically, the old man shows the importance of written records in order to establish
and maintain earthly reputation, which is explained in detail over the next few staffes.
Harington calls attention to the allegory with a marginal note (35.17). Saint John then
segues into a long digression on literature, history, and truth using classical epics as
examples - the same epics that the Orlando is itself based on.
Saint John begins what will be an assault on the truth value in authoritative
sources by contradicting the Aeneid, one of the most respected epics from the classical
period.22 First, Saint John says, “Augustus Cesar was not such a saint, / As Virgil maketh
him by his description” (35.25). According to Saint John, Virgil flattered Augustus to get
his patronage and on account of this, those who only have the literature through which to
know him judge him more virtuous than he was. But, the writer’s choices can go beyond
mere flattery and stretching of the truth, which Saint John demonstrates when he turns to
Homer:
Blind Homer writes how Agamemnon fought,
And wan at last great Troy that long resisted;
And how Penelope, though greatly sought

22 In the Preface, Harington identifies the Aeneid as a “Poeme that is allowed and approved by all men”
(xi).
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By many suters, yet in faith persisted:
Yet sure (for ought you know) he might have taught
The contrary to this if he had listed,
That Troy prevaild, that Greeks were conquerd cleane,
And that Penelope was but a queane. (35.26)
The writer’s power is seen here absolutely. The most unquestionable truths in the
classical texts (the Greeks’ victory over Troy and Penelope’s loyalty to Odysseus) are
reduced to a literary choice: if Homer had “listed,” he could have changed the story and
subsequent generation’s understanding of the history of the Trojan War - and may have
“for ought you know.” This is a blow to all received knowledge in the Renaissance
because the events of the great epics were considered in Harington’s time to have basis in
fact. He used them as sources for many of his end notes on “Historie.”. So, Penelope’s
fidelity is more than a literary question here because she is not considered fictional and
the undermining of historical facts through vulgar jokes has a greater destabilizing effect
than it first appears. Harington returns to the passage in the end notes of this Booke
(under Historie as well) with a further consideration of the problem. Declining to offer a
resolution to the uncertainty, he says, “but howsoever it is, for my part, seeing it hath
beene received so long for a truth, that Penelope was a chast and vertuous wife, I will not
take upon me (by S. lohri) to write the contrarie, though mine authour make S. Iohn to
cast a doubt of it” (296). He distances himself from the joke even as he translates it and
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continues to discuss over several more pages, by putting the blame on Ariosto (mine
authour) and the saint himself.
Saint John is, of course, in a fantastical story here as well. With this speech, he
places himself into a unique textual position - real historical figure, fictional character,
and sardonic commenter on fiction and history. Neither the poem, nor Harington’s
commentary, shies away from the intertextual complications that this overdetermined
character causes, drawing the Bible into the same signifying space as other literature. For
example, the Argument in the beginning of the Booke frames this conversation as Saint
John’s “praise of writers” and the saint states that he “loves” writers because he “counts
[himself] among them” (35.27). He even compares the act of writing a book of the Bible
to Virgil’s work for Augustus, saying:
I wrate a volume of my masters praise,
For which to me he hath not bin ungrate,
But to this height of honour me doth raise,
Where (as you see) I live in happie state ... (35.28)
The Bible itself, the Word of God, is pulled into this web of uncertainty and its truth
value is destabilized. Jesus is a patron and everlasting life is a writer’s wage. Harington
takes the uncertainty in this moment from the poem and emphasizes it in the Historie end
note of the previous Booke as he discusses the debate around Saint John’s fate. Although
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it is not stated directly in the Bible, a later Christian tradition developed the idea that
Saint John had been “assumed” into Heaven like the Virgin Mary. Harington again brings
up the question of truth in regard to this apocryphal story without offering a resolution:
Though this of S. Iohn be not recorded in the Scripture (nor no more is the
assumption of the blessed virgin) and consequently, no man is bound to
beleeve it, as an article of our Creed: Yet for mine owne opinion, I thinke
it may be verie true, and I would in such cases beleeve a great deale more
then I need, rather then anything lesse them I ought; for the one (if it be a
sinne) is surely pardonable, but the other doubtles is verye damnable.
(288)
Harington has his “owne opinion” on the issue of Saint John’s immortality, but his note is
far from a resounding declaration that this is the one correct interpretation of the text.
“No man is bound to beleeve it” and so each man must make his own choice about what
he reads.
The injection of doubt into the authority of the textual sources (even those as
illustrious as the Bible and the epics) necessitates a weighing of options and an act of
interpretation. While the power of writers to make choices regarding representation of
events is “praised,” the power and responsibility of the reader is asserted as well.
Throughout his commentary, Harington repeats this same move: he introduces a question
about some aspect of the poem, other texts, historical events, or issues of morality, offers
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several contradicting alternatives for interpretation, and then leaves the question
unresolved. An active reader is required to make sense of the text because sense is not
offered pre-packaged, despite the superficially didactic exegetical framework of
Harington’s paratext.
Turning to the genre of sixteenth-century exegesis in which Harington was
operating, we can see how he plays with the conventions of the exegesis in order to
produce his course of hypertextual reader training. Landow identifies allegory and
Biblical typology as early examples of “entrances to a networked reality long before the
development of computing technology” that simulate hypertext because they “allow
significant events and phenomena to participate simultaneously in many realities or levels
of reality” (12). These levels were of great importance in the sixteenth century to poets
and humanist scholars who adapted the mode of allegoresis taken from the study of the
scriptures and the classical epics to the secular literature of their own age, an age of
technological change and interpretive uncertainty in some ways analogous to our own
(Landow 30).
Mindele Anne Treip, in her book Allegorical Poetics and the Epic: The
Renaissance Tradition to Paradise Lost (1994), explains the levels that were commonly
applied to allegorical interpretation. Literal and allegorical, broadly, were the two main
levels. Allegory could be divided into sublevels to make, variously, three- or fourfold
exegeses, including “normally, the specifically ‘allegorical’ (restricted ‘typological’ or
prophetic); the ‘tropological’ (moral); and the ‘anagogic’ (not too precise - variously to
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do with matters of faith)” (Treip 13). The OED defines “anagogical” as meaning
“mystical, spiritual,” quoting the Wycliffite Bible, Foxe’s Actes and Monumentes, and
Tyndale’s The Obedience o f a Christen Man with a specific quotation addressing the
fourfold exegetical schema: “They devide ye scripture into iiij. senses, ye literall,
tropologicall, allegoricall[,] anagogicalL.The allegory is appropriate to fayth, & the
anagogicall to hope and thinges above.” Treip traces the development of these
complicated schemas through the Middle Ages up until the Renaissance, when the levels
were fully adapted to secular literature. By then, “historical or political allegory ...
(sometimes in the commentaries ... termed ‘allusion’)” had entered into the exegetical
framework (Treip 34). Harington’s fourfold interpretive model in his end notes (Moral,
Historie, Allegorie, and Allusion) clearly comes from this tradition and as such, seems to
lay claim to its moral authority. Conventionally, the levels are supposed to build on each
other, leading a reader in contemplation up to a “higher” truth as they go from literal to
spiritual lessons. However, Harington’s substitutes his own category of ‘Allusion’ for the
highest religious level. The Allusion frequently contains either anonymous gossip about
others or anecdotes about himself and his associates instead of divine revelation, which
calls his intentions of moral teaching into doubt. In a sense, he is resisting the closure that
the anagogical type of level would offer and choosing to bring the whole structure
crashing back to Earth. As discussed in the previous chapter with the host and Stearman’s
tales, on Earth strict moral rules do not always work out and adaptability is required to
navigate through the constant chaos of human frailty. Harington is much more interested
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in teaching this skill, so it is no wonder that he adjusts the interpretive process to focus
more on relational human concerns than the remote divine.
In his 1985 article “Sir John Harington and the Renaissance Debate over
Allegory,” T.G.A Nelson reviews how Harington was following and adapting a specific
allegorical tradition of Orlando criticism from his Italian sources, and also how “it has
often struck [Harington’s] critics as odd that a man like Harington, with a well-earned
reputation for frivolity, should have taken such a solemn view of the purpose and nature
of poetry, and of Ariosto’s poem in particular” (360). The sincerity and coherency of
Harington’s exegetical commentary has indeed been a point of contention in many
studies of his work, with a determination that it lacks both contributing to a modem
critical situation wherein, as Nelson notes, it “has been ignored or dismissed” (360-1).
This omission is a mistake, Nelson argues, because “as a contribution to the development
of English literature, Harington’s lively, if wayward, critical commentary on Orlando
Furioso is of almost equal importance with his translation of the text” and his paratext
“helped to accustom Englishmen to the phenomenon of a modern, secular poem’s being
taken seriously and given full-scale critical treatment” (379). Nelson believes Harington’s
paratext should be taken seriously, but has a hard time reconciling the “wayward” ways it
acts out of turn, at complete odds with the aims of the allegorical tradition it is adapting.
Nelson does not want to call it parody, but he also sees too much humor to fully consider
it an earnest critique.
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Nelson begins his examination of this paradox with Harington’s comment in the
first Booke (also the first appearance of his end notes) which seems to undermine the
whole schema immediately. The Allegorie note begins by denying any legitimate
allegory is present. It starts, “For the Allegorie in this Canto I find not much to be said
except one should be so curious to search for an allegorie where none is intended by the
Author him selfe,” but then continues on with one anyway, saying, “yet an allegorie may
not unfitly be gathered...” (7). This allegory and many others in following Bookes are
taken from the Italian editions and therefore, Nelson suggests, Harington could perhaps
be seen to have decided to copy them wholesale, along with the pictures and other
features of the books he was using as his source, without the necessity of personally
believing any of the allegories. Nelson complicates this idea with an example from Booke
11 where Harington starts the Allegorie end note with another caveat that says,
“Allegoricall sence is to be picked out (though to some perhaps it will seeme greatly
strayned.)” (87). Nelson finds “no equivalent in Fornari [the main Italian critical source
from which Harington is borrowing]” of the interpretation that follows this statement and
concludes that Harington must have “devised it him self’ (373). More confusingly,
Nelson reads the end notes for Bookes 28 and 43 (examined in the previous chapter) as
“clearly very close to open parody of the fourfold expository method” (374). Nelson
questions why Harington chose to use allegory despite it being “a type of exegesis ...
which with part of his mind he instinctively distrusts” (373). His ultimate conclusion is
that Harington felt the necessity of doing so in order to satisfy the type of critics that
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Harington addresses in the Preface who might find his translation of a romance in the
vernacular like the Orlando too frivolous to be taken seriously without allegorical
meanings attached to it.
The respectability of the Orlando (as discussed in the previous chapter) was a
controversial topic after it was first published. Advocates for the poem as a candidate for
national epic status in Italy had employed allegorical interpretation in order to counter
some of the objections by moralizing detractors. Applying the strict categories of threeor fourfold allegory onto Ariosto’s work proved difficult, however. “The problems which
the allegorizers of Ovid and Ariosto betray in their work,” Treip writes, “have to do with
the essentially discontinuous but repetitive structures of the romance or quasi-romance
narratives which they undertake to explicate” (36). As he was adapting the work of these
Italian critics, Harington’s commentary encounters the same difficulties. Treip argues that
the explanation for the multiple, overlapping interpretive schemas he utilizes (including
the end notes, the Briefe Allegorie of the whole work, statements in the Preface, certain
marginal notes) is because “[Harington] is trying to ... formulate an allegorical poetic
which can fit the variety within the mixed-genre romance epic” (37). With his “odd
emphasis on how very many closely similar readings ... it would be possible to extract,”
Treip determines that “Harington may be minimizing this spiritual kind of reading and
turning attention away from older allegorical preoccupations toward more
contemporaneous areas of interest” (38). Harington uses a version of fourfold allegorical
interpretation in his paratext to point to even more complication in an already-complex
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poem, increasing opportunities to shift and choose between these levels. His application
of allegory exploits its hypertextual possibilities, as Landow suggests, as it encourages
his reader to diverge from the direct path to divine wisdom and instead revel in the
variety the levels offer.
Astolfo, with his love of travel and knowledge, is Harington’s perfect
hypertextual reader who desires variety above all else. By constantly seeking out new
challenges, Astolfo sharpens his ability to read the world around him and becomes a
figure in the poem who can move between many different kinds of spaces with ease. His
ability to navigate tricky situations comes from his elasticity, exactly like an ideal
courtier following Castiglione’s advice. He flies around the storyworld on his hippogriff
without attachment to a single earthbound quest like those of the other knights, only
seeking to know and see more. He drops out of contact with all the other characters for
many Bookes as he visits far-flung locales and enters different stories, including
Senapo’s separate narrative about being plagued by the Harpies. Senapo is another name
for Prester John, the mythical king who rules over a lost tribe of Christians in the heart of
Africa. The separation of Senapo’s kingdom from the rest of Christendom and the
miracle of its discovery was a common legend in the medieval period and into the early
modern, mentioned in many travel texts considered factual, such as Marco Polo’s II
Milione and The Travels o f Sir John Mandeville. Because Astolfo is able to access
Senapo’s kingdom and solve Senapo’s problem with the Harpies, he is allowed to lead
Senapo’s army back to join with Charlemagne’s troops fighting a Holy War with the
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pagans. By providing more forces and restoring Charlemagne’s great champion, Orlando,
to sanity (and thus to full fighting capacity), Astolfo essentially removes the two major
obstacles to Christian victory (and the conclusion of the poem) and “solves” the narrative.
His flexibility which allows him to travel puts him into challenging situations that serve
to develop his skill in reading the world around him. As shown by his success in
dissolving Atlant’s castle with the index of Logestilla’s book, this dexterity of mind
allows him to accomplish “greater matters” than the other knights who are valorous but
blind to the ways that they keep repeating the same mistakes.
Astolfo’s successes are not based on strength, or even moral merit as such. While
Orlando is without doubt the most valiant warrior in Charlemagne’s court and Rogero is
“the verie Idea and perfect example of a true knight” (Briefe Allegorie), Astolfo triumphs
by “metis or cunning,” just like Odysseus (Wolfe 8). Astolfo’s exemplar status, which
Harington asserts, connects back to Wolfe’s ideal Renaissance courtier who is able to
maintain his flexibility until it is time to act, at which point he is practiced enough at
“reading” complicated situations that he can find the appropriate solution in the moment.
Astolfo travels and he learns, a process which never stops in an ever-changing world.
This “praise of learning” - his driving “desire to know” - is what Harington calls
attention to in his commentary. Harington’s paratext, with its “subtlety” and romance
nonlinearity, its appropriation of the authoritative “framework” of allegorical exegesis to
celebrate difference and variety, challenges and trains his readers to determine their own
paths through a complicated world, just like Astolfo.
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An active hypertextual reader, as Landow describes, is required to fulfill this
challenge. Hypertextual readers move between interpretive levels, make choices, and
navigate multiple pathways in a network of possibilities. Moreover, they enjoy doing this;
they desire the never-ending journey, as Astolfo does. Appropriating Barthes, Landow
says in a literary hypertext,
the networks [reseaux] are many and interact, without any one of them
being able to surpass the rest; this text is a galaxy of signifiers, not a
structure of signifieds; it has no beginning; it is reversible; we gain access
to it by several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively declared to
be the main one; the codes it mobilizes extend as fa r as the eye can reach,
they are indeterminable. (4)
From the hippogriff s-eye view, Harington’s hypertextual reader can only see a vast
world of potentiality. In uncertain Tudor England, a translator like William Tyndale can
misjudge his moment at his own peril, reaching the end of his own story before he may
have wished.23 A courtier like Harington is constantly reading his surroundings and
avoiding disaster through judicious interpretation of his prince’s whims. Even when the
prince changes, the game does not stop. Harington even thought to hedge his bets on the
succession with a passage in the Allegorie of Booke 34 (the same in which Saint John

23 Tyndale was an early sixteenth-century translator of the Bible into the vernacular when it was still illegal
to do so. He was ultimately executed for heresy just two years before King Henry VIII officially authorized
an English version, known as the Great Bible. The Great Bible and the later King James Bible both drew
heavily from Tyndale’s translations (Lindberg 299).
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“praises” writers) praising James, “the now king of Scotland” (288). Harington’s whole
Orlando is a testament to flexibility and prudent machination, communicated through the
machinery of a cunningly-wrought printed paratext. His notes and commentary act
together on the already-multiplicitous text to create a labyrinthine training course for an
active reader, a demonstration of his mastery of this skill and a testament to his
understanding of the necessity of it in his age and culture.
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Conclusion
Hypertextual Harington: Of an Age and For Our Time

When viewed as a literary hypertext, Harington’s Orlando can be better
understood for his original design and reevaluated for renewed relevance in the
postmodern era. The fragmented and complicated nature which has confused and
frustrated critics over the centuries is revealed to be a feature, not a bug. The paratext and
text work together to increase multiplicity in interpretation, not decrease or clarify it,
creating a training course in nonlinear, dexterous reading where the emphasis is on
flexibility and intellectual acuity. Harington lived in a previous “Information Age,” a
time of rapid changes in both media and society, when many truths and traditions were
thrown into flux. His hypertextual book aims to arm his reader with the skills required to
navigate through complex situations where there are many choices, none clearly right.
Readers who play Harington’s game will emerge from his text ready to succeed as savvy
citizens during a tumultuous era, a lesson as applicable in the twenty-first century as in
the sixteenth.
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